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Abstract
5G networks will adopt an Ultra Dense Network architecture that can support higher
speed and provide lower latency. In some hotspots, small base stations need to be
deployed on a large scale in order to meet the demands of massive data communications.
In this ultra-dense network environment, traditional mobility management algorithms
have been unable to adapt to the future development of the network. How to address the
problem of mobility management in the ultra-dense network environment has become a
huge challenge for the future development of the network. This paper proposes a mobility
management scheme based on precise point positioning. Using precise point positioning
technology to get the user's precise location and current speed, thereby predicting the
user's location at the next moment, and making handover decisions based on this result.
Simulation results demonstrate that compared with the traditional scheme. The scheme
significantly reduces the Ping-Pong effect and the average switching delay.
Keywords: Ultra Dense Network(UDN), mobility management, precise point
positioning(PPP), prediction

1. Introduction
The next generation of Wireless Communications is challenged to enhance users’
experience, support new services, and satisfy the ever-increasing mobile user population
and their traffic demands. In order to solve the future network data traffic increased by
1000 times, Ultra Dense Network is regarded as the most promising key technology of
5G[1].
In UDN, with the reduction of the power, most of the microcell base station coverage
will be in 50~200m.With the development of technology, it will even shrink to about
10m.However, comparing with traditional cellular architecture, this architecture makes
handover more complex when the user moves out the microcell service area in a short
time[2].In this scenario, the crucial problem in mobility management is how to for the
user to select the best serving base station.
In the traditional scheme, user mobility management is mainly based on the user
location and speed estimation of the cellular network. Yeung and Nanda proposed
estimating the speed based on the number of cells that mobile terminals pass in a long
interval, and use this speed to perform layer selection of multi-layer cellular structures [3].
Sung and Wong use the first handover time to get the speed [4]. Wann and Chen proposed
using the cellular network positioning technology to determine the location of the mobile
terminal, and then using the Kalman filter to process the position information sequence,
thus obtaining an accurate estimation of speed and position [5]. These traditional mobility
management schemes are simple to implement, but they are very inaccurate and require a
long estimation time, so they cannot solve the current problems in the 5G system. To
address these issues, various mobility management schemes have been proposed to
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improve the system performance. A formula between handover and velocity was
proposed for the handover trigger based on the assumption that the velocity is fixed when
the user is moving [6]. However, the user usually takes the random walk model in the real
environment, where the user moves no certain velocity. Meanwhile, the user’s velocity is
estimated by GPS standard single point positioning, in which the error could be large. It is
proposed to solve the problem by using Machine Learning(ML) algorithms, such as
Hidden Markov Model(HMM) [7, 8] and Support Vector Machine(SVM) [9]. With these
methods, it is needed the user’s historical movement data having a trend, and the largescale training can’t use in mobile computing environment.
To solve the mobility management, we proposed a mobility management scheme based
on the Global Navigation Satellite System(GNSS) Precise Point Positioning. In the
proposed scheme, the user’s PPP measurement position and velocity are used to predict
the next position. After that, handover trigger decisions will be made with the prediction
values, which would reduce the unnecessary handover and enhance the system
performance.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The proposed mobility
management scheme is given in Section II. The simulation results are presented and
analyzed in Section III. Finally, we draw a conclusion and summarize our work in Section
VI.

2. Precise Point Positioning Based Mobility Management Scheme
2.1. Network Structure
In an Ultra Dense Network, a macrocell contains a series of microcells BS1 , BS2 , , BS N .
The macrocell still adopts a traditional cellular hexagonal structure. The microcells are
assumed to be distributed over a two-dimensional grid geographic area. As shown in
Figure 1, each grid and its center represent the coverage of the microcell and the location
of the base station. In this area, we assume that the UE is initially connected to BSi ，and
its geographical coordinates at time t are denoted by ( x(t ), y(t )) . In the communication
process, handover occurs when the UE leaves the BSi covered area and enters a BS j
covered area. The number of neighbor microcells is determined by the density of
microcells.
2.2. Precise Point Positioning
Precise point positioning uses the precise ephemeris and precise clock products
provided by the International GPS Service (IGS) to position and solve the pseudorange
and carrier phase observations collected by a single receiver, which can reach 2-4cm level
positioning accuracy. With more and more Global Navigation Satellite System satellites
being in view and terrestrial tracking stations increasing precise point positioning has
become a very hot research topic[10,11].
2.2.1. GNSS Original Observation Equation: In GNSS, the most basic observations are
pseudorange and carrier phase. The original GNSS observation equations are written
as[12]:
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Figure 1. Network Structure

Pi    c(dtr  dt s )  dtrop  dion  dother   P
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(2)

s

Where:
Pi , Li are the pseudorange and carrier phase observations at the frequency i in [m],
respectively;
dtr , dt s are the satellite and receiver clock offset in [s], respectively;
 is the geometric distance from the satellite to the receiver antenna phase center in [m];
c is the light speed in vacuum in [m/s];
dtrop ， dion are the tropospheric delay and the ionosphere delay in[m];

i is the carrier wavelength at the frequency i in [m];
Ni is integer ambiguity at the frequency i in [cycle];
dother are the Earth tide error, pole tide error, satellite and receiver antenna phase center
offset, multipath effects, and other errors in [m];
 P ,  L are the measurement noise in pseudorange and carrier phase observations in
[m],respectively.
All the original information is preserved in the original observations, and the
observation equations of different satellites are almost irrelevant. However, each of the
above errors must be eliminated or weakened by the model or estimated as an unknown
parameter. Otherwise, it will affect the positioning accuracy of the precise point
positioning.
2.2.2. Ionosphere-free Linear Combination Observation: In the equations (1) and
(2),some error terms are related to the frequency of observations, such as ionosphere
delay Due to the dispersion characteristics of the ionosphere delay, a linear combination
of ionosphere-free observations[9] can be made using raw observations of two
frequencies f1 and f 2 , which eliminate the effects of ionosphere delay The pseudorange
and carrier phase measurements of the ionosphere-free linear combination observations
are as follows:
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Precise point positioning usually uses ionosphere-free pseudorange and carrier phase
measurement as the position observation model, eliminating the influence of ionosphere
first-order terms.
LIF 

2
1

2.2.3. Error Processing Method: Compared with standard single-point positioning using
broadcast ephemeris and clock, precise point positioning uses precise ephemeris and
precise clock products provided by IGS. The satellite orbit error can be reduced to about
2cm, and the satellite clock error can be reduced to 0.3ns, which greatly weakens the
influence of satellite orbit error and satellite clock error on positioning. For tropospheric
delay, the Saastamoinen model[13] is generally used for correction. The multipath error
needs to be corrected by extending the observation time, wavelet analysis, and stellar day
filtering. The Earth tide error and pole tide error need to be corrected by corresponding
models, and the residual error after correction is within a few millimeters.
2.3. Path Loss Model
In this paper, according to the B1 and C2 scenario configuration of
WINNERII[14]，the microcell path loss model and the macrocell path loss model are
written as:

f

PLmacro (i, x)  26log10 ( x)  20log10  macro   39  (i, x)
(5)
 5.0 
f

PLmicro (m, y )  22.7log10 ( y )  20log10  micro   41  (m, y )
(6)
 5.0 
Where:
PLmacro , PLmicro are the path loss of macrocell and microcell in [dB];
i, m are the macrocell base station i and microcell base station m;
x, y are the distance from UE to the macrocell base station i, the distance from UE to the
microcell base station m in [m], respectively;
f macro，f micro are the carrier frequency of macrocell and microcell in [GHz], respectively;
(i, x), (m, y) are the shadow fading and obey Gaussian distribution with zero mean and
standard deviation  .
Based on the path loss model, the UE received signal power can be derived as follows:
Prmacro (i, x)  Ptmacro  PLmacro (i, x)
(7)
Prmicro (m, y)  Ptmicro  PLmicro (m, y)
(8)
Where:
Prmacro , Prmicro are the receives signal power of UE in the macrocell and microcell in [dBm],
respectively;
Ptmacro , Ptmicro are the transmit signal power of macrocell and microcell in [dBm],
respectively.
Taking into account the co-channel interference between cells and inter-frequency
interference, the interference of macrocell and microcell can be obtained as:
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 Nnei _ eNB Pr ( k , x ) 
I i (or I m )  10log10   10 10 
 k 1


(9)

Where:
I i , I m are the interference of macrocell i and microcell m in [dBm], respectively;
Nnei _ eNB is the neighbor cells, including macrocell and microcell.
The signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) of UE received signal quality of the macrocell or
the microcell can be expressed as:

SIRmacro (i, x)  Prmacro (i, x)  Ii
SIRmicro (m, y)  Prmicro (m, y)  I m
Where:
SIRmacro (i, x), SIRmicro (m, y) are the SIR of macrocell and microcell in [dB].

(10)
(11)

2.4. Handover Decision Scheme
This paper mainly considers the problem of microcell mobility management in Ultra
Dense Network hotspots. It is assumed that the SIR is an indicator of handover trigger.
Figure 2 describes the handover trigger decision-making procedure. Precise point
positioning is used to measure the current actual position and speed of UE, and calculate
the UE's SIR. Then estimates the UE's position of the next moment according to the
direction of the speed. Simultaneously, the SIR of UE in the next moment is calculated.
The difference is used to compare with the threshold. If reached the threshold, the target
cell prepares the corresponding resources for UE handover in advance and waits for UE to
access the next time; if the precise point positioning measurement result of the next
moment matches the prediction, it means that the user has entered the target cell, then the
user is immediately allowed to access, otherwise prediction error, the target cell releases
the prepared resources.

3. Simulation and Performance Analysis
3.1. Precise Point Positioning Accuracy
The experiment selected the observation data of the day of April 18, 2018 in Xi'an and
the precise ephemeris and precise clock products provided by IGS, and used the RTKLIB
software packages developed by T. Takasu of Tokyo University of Marine Science and
Technology to solve the data[15]. The solutions are shown in Figure 3. It can be seen
from the results that in the station center coordinate system, the positioning errors in the
E, N, U directions do not exceed 5cm.Compared with the standard single-point
positioning accuracy, the precise point positioning accuracy is greatly improved.
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Figure 2. Handover Trigger Decision-making Flowchart

Figure 3. Precise Point Positioning Error
3.2. Handover Probability
The new mobility management scheme has been proposed in the section III of this
paper. If the SIR of the target microcell is higher than the UE current connecting
microcell  dB, handover from the current cell to the target cell will occur. Therefore, the
handover probability from the source microcell i to the target microcell j is as follows:
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P(i, j , xi , x j ) HO  P[SIR( j , x j )  SIR(i, xi )  Γ]
= P[(Pr( j, x j )  I j )  (Pr(i, xi )  I i )  Γ]
= P[PL(i, xi )  PL( j, x j )  I i  I j  Γ]
= P[ (i, xi )   ( j, x j )  Γ + Alog10
（x j / xi )
+ I j  Ii ]

(12)

 Γ + Alog10
（x j / xi ) + I j  Ii 
= Q

 (i, xi )   ( j, x j )


Where:

P(i, j, xi , x j )HO is handover probability from microcell i to microcell j;
xi , x j are the distance from UE to the microcell i base station and microcell j base
station, respectively;
A is the microcell path Loss parameters in section III;
 (i, xi ),  ( j, x j )
 (i, xi ) ~ N (0, 2 (i, xi ))
are
the
shadow
fading,
and
 (j, x j ) ~ N (0,  2 ( j, x j )) .

Using the proposed scheme in this paper, we need to predict the distance from the UE
to the target microcell x j , define the positioning error factor  is as follows:
=

e
R

(13)

Where:
e is the positioning inherent error;
R is the microcell radius.
The relationship between the predicted distance from the UE and the target
microcell x^ j and real distance x j is written as：

x^ j  (1   ) x j

(14)

Based on equations (12) and (14), we can get the relationship between the handover
probability using precise point positioning and the handover probability using standard
single point positioning is as follows：

P(i, j, xi , x j ) HO  P(i, j, xi , x^ j , ppp ) HO  P(i, j, xi , x^ j ,tradition ) HO

(15)

Where:
P(i, j, xi , x j )HO is the handover probability calculated by real distance from the UE real
position to the target microcell;

P(i, j, xi , x^ j , ppp ) HO , P(i, j, xi , x^ j ,tradition ) HO are the handover probability calculated by the
predicted distance from the UE predicted position to the target microcell by precise point
positioning and standard single point positioning, respectively.
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Table 1. Simulation Parameters
Parameters
Macrocell radius (r)

Value
20-60

Unit
m

Microcell radius (R)

800

m

Macrocell carrier frequency ( f macro )

5

GHz

Microcell carrier frequency ( f micro )

900

MHz

UE velocity (V)

0-5

m/s

shadow fading standard deviation (  macro )

4

dB

shadow fading standard deviation (  micro )

3

dB

Handover threshold (  )

3

dB

Macrocell transmit power ( Ptmacro )

43

dBm

Macrocell transmit power ( Ptmicro )

23

dBm

PPP inherent error ( e ppp )

0.05

m

Single point positioning inherent error ( esp )

10

m

Measurement interval ( t )

1

s

Simulation time (t)

10000

s

Figure 4. Average Handover Probability
Figure 4 shows the average handover probability when the microcell radius changes
from 20m to 60m. It can be seen that as the radius of the microcell increases, the average
handover probability decreases. Compared with the traditional way of predicting user
position using standard single point positioning, this paper proposes using precise point
positioning to predict the user's position, which greatly improves the accuracy of the
prediction and reduces the average handover probability. Under the same microcell
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radius, the proposed scheme is superior to the traditional scheme. Under the different
microcell radius, handover probability of the proposed scheme changes slower than the
traditional scheme, making the system robust.

Figure 5. Handover Probability
Figure 5 shows the relationship between simulation time and handover time when the
microcell radius is 50m. It can be seen that as the simulation time increases, the number
of handovers continues to increase. Compared with the traditional scheme, the proposed
scheme increase rate is obviously lower than the traditional scheme. The non-essential
handover is less than the traditional scheme, which shows that the scheme proposed in
this paper can reduce the number of unnecessary handovers.
3.3. System Performance
In this paper, the Ping-Pong effect and the average delay of the system are used as
indicators to evaluate the performance of the system.
3.3.1. Ping-Pong Effect: The Ping-Pong effect is defined as these unnecessary handovers
that occur after the handover from the source microcell to the target microcell and
handover back to the source microcell in a short time. This kind of unnecessary handover
will increase the processing load of the system, and reducing the Ping-Pong effect can
greatly reduce the system processing overhead and call drop rate. Ping-Pong handover
rate is defined as[16]:

Pping  pongHO  N ping  pongHO / NHO

(16)

Where:
Pping  pongHO is the Ping-Pong handover rate of the system;
N ping  pongHO is the number of Ping-Pong handovers;
N HO is the total handover executions.
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3.3.2. Average Delay: The average delay is defined as the ratio of the total delay to the
number of measurements made when switching occurs. As the number of handovers
increases, the average delay of the system increases, which leads to a decrease in system
throughput and affects the user experience. For the convenience of discussion, the delay
of the handover is set to a delay of 50ms for a typical LTE user plane. The average delay
is defined as:
Tdelay  HOtime ( N HO  NidealHO ) / NidealHO

(17)

where:

Tdelay is the average delay of the system;
HOtime is the LTE typical user plane delay;
NidealHO is the necessary handover times.
Figure 6 shows the impact of the proposed scheme on system performance compared to
the traditional scheme. Using the proposed scheme, the Ping-Pong handover rate is
7.32%, and the average delay increase rate is 7.90%. With the traditional scheme, the
Ping-Pong handover rate is 31.82%, and the average delay increase rate is 46.67%. It can
be seen that, with the proposed scheme, the Ping-Pong handover rate is reduced by
24.50% and the delay increase rate is decreased by 38.77% compared with the traditional
scheme. Therefore, the proposed scheme in this paper can improve system performance.

Figure 6. Impact of System Performance

4. Conclusion
For 4G, mobility management mainly refers to the management of UE mobility.
However, mobility management method in the traditional cellular network is difficult to
apply in UDN. In this paper, we proposed a mobility management scheme based on
GNSS precise point positioning. The scheme can predict the position of the mobile UE in
real time with high accuracy, then calculate the handover trigger indicator for handover
decision. We compared through extensive simulations and analysis, with the proposed
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scheme, the handover probability is lower than the traditional approach under different
microcell radius. Additionally, our new scheme minimizes the number of unnecessary
handovers. Finally, using our proposal can effectively reduce the impact of Ping-Pong
effect and the average delay in the system and improve the system performance.
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